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Answer:
Explanation:
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/sharepoint-s
erver/copy-sptaxonomygroups?view=sharepoint-ps

NEW QUESTION: 2

A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
E. Option
Answer: D

A
D
B
E
C

NEW QUESTION: 3

Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: No
Azure DNS provides automatic registration of virtual machines
from a single virtual network that's linked to a private zone
as a registration virtual network. VM5 does not belong to the
registration virtual network though.
Box 2: No
Forward DNS resolution is supported across virtual networks
that are linked to the private zone as resolution virtual
networks. VM5 does belong to a resolution virtual network.
Box 3: Yes
VM6 belongs to registration virtual network, and an A (Host)
record exists for VM9 in the DNS zone.
By default, registration virtual networks also act as
resolution virtual networks, in the sense that DNS resolution
against the zone works from any of the virtual machines within
the registration virtual network.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/dns/private-dns-overview

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which is the step to associate an application profile EPG to a
VMM domain?
A. The policy administrator assigns the EPG to physical
endpoints in the VMM.
B. The APIC pushes the EPGs as virtual switches to the VM
controller.
C. The VMM administrator creates the port groups in the Tenant
window then assigns the EPGs to CPPAs.
D. The APIC pushes the EPGs as port groups in the VM
controller.

Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Provisioning of EPGs in VMM Domain-Associates application
profile EPGs to VMM domains as follows:
The APIC pushes these EPGs as port groups in the VM controller.
The compute administrator then places vNICs into these port
groups.
An EPG can span multiple VMM domains, and a VMM domain can
contain multiple EPGs.
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